For the last few days, various projects conceived and implemented by Kudumbashree during the covid-19 crisis have been explaining through this article series. This includes the activities directed by the state team as well as the activities directly implemented by the various district teams. The efforts of Kudumbashree members to extend services to the public in all possible ways is highly appreciable. Kudumbashree members are engaged in various activities such as cooking @ community kitchens, production of mask, sanitizer and face shield. They also are active in packing of provisions for civil supplies and cloth bag production for Supplyco. Special programmes for supporting the elderly, extending counselling services, implementing special interventions in tribal sector and conducting needy activities for BUDS school students were all taken up by our team. As part of documenting
these activities, we asked our teams to send photos of various activities. A few photos received from various district are attached along with this article, making this episode a ‘photo essay of actions’. Appreciations to all those who are implementing various activities and special thanks to those who gave good photos!!.